
PITCHING NET AND FRAME
GLF/001/FRM  £25.78 each
Including hoop, net and frame. Frame is made from steel tube

GOLF CHIPPING/DRIVING MAT
GLF/001/MAT  £13.33 each
Rubber mat with synthetic grass surface and removable 45mm rubber tee. 47cm x 20cm

FLAGS
455mm x 305mm (18” x 12”)
GLF/001/FLG Yellow  £3.13 each
GLF/002/FLG Red  £3.13 each

REGULATION FLAG PINS
GLF/001/PIN 1.83m (6’) high, white fibreglass  £17.35 each

HOLE CUPS
GLF/001/CUP Nylon regulation anti-mould cup  £10.50 each

PITCH & PUTT EQUIPMENT
GLF/001/ARW Arrows No’s 1-9  £24.72 set
GLF/002/ARW Arrows No’s 10-18  £22.29 set
GLF/001/CAS Plastic hole case  £8.17 each
GLF/001/CUT Hole cutter  £102.59 each

PUTTERS
Municipal left hand/right hand
GLF/001/PUT Senior  £7.49 each
GLF/002/PUT Junior  £6.46 each
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GOLF BALLS
GLF/002/BAL Perforated flight balls  £6.25 set of 6
8
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SOCKETED STEEL GOLF ENCLOSURES
The ideal practice cage for all golf clubs, manufactured from 38mm diameter 
x 1.6mm galvanised steel uprights and toprods. Complete with tube clamps, 
460mm deep steel sockets fitted with stabilising base plates. For safety these 
bays have been designed so that the net is suspended on the inside of the 
frame to prevent ball rebound. Steel enclosures may not be suitable for 
exposed and windy locations. Available as single or double bays, however 
triple or larger bays can be quoted on request

GLF/002/ENC* Single bay frame 3m x 3m x 3m  £584.91 each
GLF/003/ENC* Double bay frame 6.1m x 3m x 3m  £999.66 each
GLF/004/ENC* Cage nets complete with integral  £443.51 each
 sewn in curtains (2 nets required
 for double bay)

FREESTANDING GOLF ENCLOSURE
GLF/005/ENC*  £613.10 each
Freestanding heavy duty single bay golf cage 3m x 3m x 3m made from 
33.7mm powder coated steel.  Joins together using the kee-klamp joints and 
grub screws (provided). Complete with golf impact netting and releasable 
cable ties. Also includes golf curtain net to help prolong the lifespan of the 
cage net

GLF/006/ENC*  £63.89 each
Additional price to upgrade the above golf net curtain to archery net curtain

PEG DOWN PRACTICE NET
GLF/007/ENC*  £365.72 each
Golf enclosure 3m x 3m x 3m with 4 fitted wooden poles, supplied with guy 
ropes, runners and pegs, complete with golf netting

GLF/008/ENC*  £35.39 each
Additional price for a golf curtain net to fit the above to help prolong the 
lifespan of the net

Triple Bay Golf Enclosure
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